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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Over a period of twenty-three years, William Dean 

Howells wrote four novels which can be seen as an investiga

tion of the question of what the proper role for woman 

should be. In Dr. Breen's Practice (1882) , A Woman's Reason 

(1883), The Coast of Bohemia (1893), and Miss Bellard's 

Inspiration (1905) he exhibited a strong and persistent in

terest in the topic. Howells' broad literary interest in 

realism and in the accurate treatment of female characters 

aided him or perhaps even motivated him toward study in 

this direction. 

Two aspects of Howells' views on realism have im

portance here, his belief that realistic writing should re

flect life as it is rather than giving a sentimentalized 

view and his belief that realistic writing should depict 

the commonplace events of everyday life rather than the 

dramatic moments. 

The four novels selected form an investigation of 

one of the most highly debated social issues of Howells' 

period, what the proper role for woman should be. Many 

events occurred in the last half of the Nineteenth Century 

which were to expand the opportunities for woman to partici

pate in social, political, and economic spheres. The Seneca 

Falls Conference of 1848, the gains of the Women's Rights 



Movement toward equal suffrage, the necessary employment of 

women in industry during the Civil War all made it possible 

for women to move into community activities. According to 

one critic "the war made its chief contribution in enhancing 

the value of women, in turning over to them a large part of 

the productive activities." Such developments began to 

open careers for women outside of the home. As industrialism 

increased, so did opportunities for women. In 1922 H. L. 

Mencken assessed the new position of women: 

The rise of the industrial system . . . has brought 
them certain unmistakable benefits. Their economic 
dependence, though still sufficient to make marriage 
highly attractive to them, is nevertheless so far 
broken down that large classes of women are now al
most free agents, and quite independent of the favour 
of men.^ 

Because of his association with prominent independent 

women, Howells could have been exposed to many of the goals 

for which the Women's Rights Movement was working. That he 

was aware of and approved of the move toward equal suffrage 

is reflected in what he wrote in 1910 when in an imaginary 

interview he discussed the status of women earlier in 

America: "We could point out that the trouble was, with us, 

not too much democracy, but too little; that women's civic 
4 

equality with men was perhaps the next step. 

Although Howells was philosophically in agreement 

with woman's pursuing the potentials opening for her for 

participation outside of the family, he was simultaneously 

in agreement with those who felt the familial unit must be 



preserved. Throughout his life, Howells placed great value 

on what Sidney H. Bremer terms "domesticity." George N. 

Bennett said, "The home was the true center of Howells' 

universe." Therefore, the problem for Howells and his con

temporaries was whether or not a woman could assert herself 

economically outside of the familial unit without causing 

the dissolution of the family. The four novels under study 

show an investigation not only of the potential of woman 

for significant economic participation outside of the home, 

but they also reveal a tension between Howells' philosophical 

acceptance of woman as a participant outside of the home and 

his desire to reaffirm the value of the familial unit which 

the woman's outside participation might endanger. 

Howells' other basic tenet of realism called for 

realistic writing to depict commonplace events. The four 

novels can thus be viewed as an investigation of the conse

quences of economic participation outside of the family in 

the everyday lives of the four individual heroines. Howells 

uses these heroines to investigate the larger social ques

tion on a more relevant personal level. 

In these four novels Howells created each heroine as 

a three-dimensional character who has self-awareness and 

can question and evaluate the consequences of her attempt 

at economic independence. Howells expressed continuing 

literary interest in the full and realistic treatment of 

heroines, best articulated probably in his critical volume 
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Heroines of Fiction. In this study he proposes that "the 

highest type of novelist is he who can most winningly im

part the sense of womanhood" (p. 190). He believed that 

"novelists are great in proportion to the accuracy and full

ness in which they portray woman" (p. 26). 

Literary criticism generally recognizes Howells' 

experiments with more fully delineated female characters. 

Van Wyck Brooks points out that Howells was combatting the 

standard sentimentalized heroine in his conscious portrayal 
8 

of more human female characters. In Howells and the Age 

of Realism Everett S. Carter claims that Howells was try

ing to teach his generation that this was the most benefi-

cient fall of all—the fall from false ideals and sentimental 

visions of human behavior to the good of an empirical solu-
9 

tion. Edwin H. Cady further argues in favor of Howells' 

realistic treatment of character by stressing that Howells 

sought to portray the "smiling aspects" of American life 

not to avoid unpleasantness, but to face these realistically 

rather than in terms of tragedy as the Russian realists 
10 

were depicting their own more terrible conditions. 

Much commentary on Howellsian heroines agrees with 

that of Henry James that "[h]is women, in particular, are 

of the best. . . . Purity of life, fineness of conscience, 

benevolence of motive, decency of speech, good nature, 

kindness, charity, tolerance . . . govern all the scene." 

As Delmar Cooke observes, "It has become pretty well 



established as a canon of Howells criticism that he displays 
12 

a very remarkable insight into the feminine heart." 

Kenneth E. EDDle gives the author credit for total identifi

cation: "Mr. Howells has a delicacy of touch which does 

not belong to a man. One can scarcely resist the impression 

13 
that he has had feminine aid and counsel." 

In a dissertation discussing Howells' treatment of 

women in all of his novels, Catherine F. Titus goes so far 

as to claim that in "his portrayal of the role of woman lies 

one of his major contributions to realism and to American 
14 

literature." 

Because of Howells' desire to portray woman more 

fully, he sought to illustrate her full emotional range but 

generally did so by showing her within the confines of the 

home. Examples of strong heroines, individual women faced 

with very real problems, are evident in two of his most 

highly regarded novels, A Modern Instance and The Rise of 

Silas Lapham, published in 1882 and 1885 respectively. 

Marcia Bartley in A Modern Instance faces a drunkard husband 

and eventually decides on divorce, a controversial reversal 

of the patented love story's happy ending. The Rise of 

Silas Lapham deals primarily, of course, with the economic 

rise and decline of Silas Lapham, a paint manufactureri 

but a sub-plot of the novel develops fully the character 

of Penelope, Silas Lapham's daughter, who is faced with a 

very real problem. She must either become a martyr by 



rejecting Tom Corey, whom her sister considers her sweet

heart/or admit her own feelings and consent to marry him. 

Howells gives Penelope the insight to recognize the worth 

of her true feelings and to decide to marry the young man. 

The fact that Howells treats these and other heroines as 

full personalities, showing both their negative traits, such 

as Marcia Bartley's temper, and their good traits, as ex

emplified in Penelope Latham's reasonableness, elevates them 

to a higher and more fully human stature than that attained 

by previous sentimentalized fictional heroines. 

Only in these four novels, however, does Howells 

deal at length with the problems and possibilities for the 

individual woman who chooses the role of having a career. 

In Dr. Breen's Practice, Grace Breen, a newly educated 

doctor, administers to her patient, Mrs. Maynard. How

ever, Grace soon realizes her limitations as a physician 

when the patient reaches a medical crisis and loses faith in 

her. Grace turns the case over to Dr. Mulbridge. She real

izes her own lack of desire to practice medicine and conse

quently marries Walter Libby, who has been a steadfast friend 

during her decision. A Woman's Reason is the story of Helen 

Harkness, a young girl who has been educated culturally but 

who has not been trained for work which she must have in or

der to support herself after the death of her father and the 

16 
bankruptcy of his estate. She refuses the well-meant 

charity of Captain and Mrs. Butler, her surrogate parents 



and, after many abortive attempts, manages to support her

self as a bonnet-maker for servant girls until the return 

of her fiance, Robert Fenton. Once he returns from being 

shipwrecked in the Navy, they are married and Helen no 

longer works. 

The Coast of Bohemia deals with the perseverance of 

Cornelia Saunders as she endures the rigors of artistic 
17 

training to develop her talent. Although she receives 

recognition of her talent, Cornelia finds this achievement 

hollow when she has lost her lover Ludlow. The lovers are 

reunited, however, and their marriage follows, with Cornelia 

continuing as an artist after her marriage. Miss Bellard's 

Inspiration concerns Lillias Bellard who has already success

fully practiced her profession of college lecturing when 

the novel begins and she visits her Aunt Hester and Uncle 

18 

Archibald Crombie. The purpose of her visit is to dis

cuss with her fianc^ Craybourne the possibilities for happi

ness if they marry. She initially refuses to marry because 

she feels that the chances of unhappiness are too great in 

marriage, but finally she agrees to marry at the end of the 

novel. Here also the implication is very strong that 

Lillias will continue her profession after marriage. 

The only critic who has previously dealt with these 

four novels in any depth is Catherine Fontelle Titus in her 

dissertation studying women in the novels of William Dean 

Howells. Although Titus recognizes that in these four, as 
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in other novels, Howells is concerned with the individual 

female character, she discusses neither the problems and 

the possibilities which the woman encounters because of her 

attempt to achieve economic independence nor how these re

flect the question of what the proper role for woman should 

be. 

This thesis will consider the following three as

pects of the issue of what the proper role for woman should 

be as investigated in these four novels: (1) How the 

woman who chooses a career sees her role, what she does to 

accomplish this role, and how this attempt affects her, 

(2) how society sees her role, including opinions articu

lated by secondary characters who express opinions for her 

attempt at economic independence, characters who express 

opinions against it, and characters who express opinions of 

neutrality, and (3) what conclusion seems to be reached 

concerning what the proper role for woman should be. Finally, 

a concluding chapter in the thesis will restate Howells' 

position on the issue of what the proper role of woman should 

be and will attempt to comment on the significance of his 

study. 

Primary texts for the four novels for this thesis 

study are the first editions since these are more readily 

available for the researcher in libraries. Among Howells' 

lesser known novels, these four have seldom been reprinted 

and they have not appeared as part of the definitive works 



in the Selected Edition of William Dean Howells being pre

pared at Indiana University. 



CHAPTER II 

THE INDIVIDUAL WOMAN SEES HER ROLE 

Because of gains in women's rights, there were in 

the late 1800's new potentials for women to act as signifi

cant contributors outside of the home. In the four novels 

in this study. Dr. Breen's Practice, A Woman's Reason, The 

Coast of Bohemia, and Miss Bellard's Inspiration, Howells 

limits his portrayal of the new roles for the woman outside 

of the home to that aspect which has to do with economic 

participation in professional careers. Although these new 

opportunities became available because of the achievements 

of the Women's Rights Movement, it is significant that the 

question under investigation here seems to be not how far 

the Movement is advanced by the characters' efforts but how 

each individual woman might see her newly expanded role and 

how it might affect her. In these novels, each heroine 

acts solely on the basis of individual motivation and re

pudiates any motivation based on the premise of furthering 

the status of women in general, although such motivation is 

often attributed to her by secondary characters. 

This chapter will examine three aspects of the con

flict in the four novels selected to reveal the way the 

heroine in each perceives her own role. The aspects of 

conflict in each novel to be discussed are: the motivation 

of the individual heroine for working outside of the home, 

10 
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the method of training, if any, which she uses to prepare 

herself for this work, and the results of her attempting 

a new role as economic participant. The last aspect depict

ing the results of her attempt will be evaluated in terms 

of external success as measured by degree of acceptance by 

other professionals and internal achievement as measured 

by degree of accomplishment of her original goal. 

Since the traditional role of woman as wife, mother, 

and homemaker was still generally sanctioned during this 

period and since all four heroines have a secure financial 

situation within the parental home (with the exception of 

Helen Harkness who has financial security only in a parental-

substitute situation), one must look at the motivation which 

leads each heroine to choose consciously to enter the world 

of work outside of the home. Although each of the four has 

her own reasons for wanting to work outside of the home, 

these reasons can be categorized as being either negative 

or positive. What might be called negative motivation is 

caused by a thwarting of the heroine's desire for love and 

marriage. Grace Breen as a young girl has an unhappy love 

affair which is "always darkly referred to as a disappoint

ment by people who knew of it at the time" (p. 11). The 

"disappointment" in her expectations for life as a wife and 

mother leads Grace to study medicine in the hopes of making 

her life useful in that way. In A Woman's Reason, Helen 

Harkness faces a similar "disappointment" to the extent that 
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her fianc6 in the Navy is shipwrecked, although she does 

not know this. But because she has received no letters 

from him, Helen has no assurance as to the date of his re

turn. After the death of her father and bankruptcy of his 

estate, Helen refuses the charity of well-meaning friends 

and tries to support herself in millinery enterprises until 

the return of her fianc6. 

Cornelia Saunders, in The Coast of Bohemia, and 

Lillias Bellard, in Miss Bellard's Inspiration, have a more 

consciously positive motivation for their work outside of the 

home. They seek self-fulfillment. Cornelia desires to de

velop and exercise the artistic talent which she possesses 

and, in order to do so, must leave the home environment to 

study in New York under professional direction. Although 

Miss Bellard's Inspiration opens after Lillias is established 

in her career, the reader is aware through Lillias' comments 

that her motivation stems from a desire for self-fulfillment 

through teaching others a subject which she feels to be sig

nificant. 

Another important aspect of the conflict which illus

trates how the woman clarifies her role is the method of 

training which the heroine undertakes to prepare herself 

for her career. Although Grace Breen is a physician and 

Lillias Bellard an educator, each has finished her training 

at the proper educational institutions before the opening 

of the novels. Little, consequently, is known of their 
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training other than the fact that they have accomplished 

it. 

However, in the novels concerning Helen Harkness and 

Cornelia Saunders, Howells depicts at great length the basic 

educational background and further training necessary for 

the two women. The cultural education of Helen includes 

studies in languages, music, art, and literature. Helen, 

as a result of her education, becomes a cultured and inter

esting person whom Captain Butler, a close friend of Helen's 

deceased father, realistically recognizes as "good in a 

sense, and so very, very far from doing anything for anything 

but culture's, or pleasure's, or kindness's sake" (p. 134). 

Helen is highly educated, but not skilled in any trade 

whereby she can adequately support herself. Her lack of 

success in the role of economic participant is shown as a 

result of her lack of training, not as a result of her lack 

of ability or commitment. The depiction of Helen's many 

abortive attempts to support herself by painting vases on 

commission or by opening a millinery shop would seem to in

dicate Howells' concern about the need for practical as well 

as cultural education for women. 

In contrast, Howells depicts Cornelia Saunders as 

being aware of her artistic potential and seeking training 

for the practical development of her talent into a profes

sional skill. Most of The Coast of Bohemia is set during 

the period of Cornelia's art study in New York and much 

space is devoted to the difficulty of the training and to 
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Cornelia's commitment to pursue her goal. In the opening 

of the novel, Ludlow, a visiting professional artist, de

scribes the typical rigors of artistic training to Cornelia's 

mother who asks him about the possibility of such training 

for Cornelia: 

[I]t means work that breaks the back and wrings 
the brain. . . . The conditions are bad air, and 
long hours, and pitiless criticism; and the re
wards are slight and uncertain. One out of a 
hundred comes to anything at all; one out of a 
thousand to anything worthwhile. (pp. 17-18) 

During her training in New York at the Synthesis, one of 

the most severe art schools, Cornelia suffers fatigue and 

discouragement because of the long hours and thorough criti

cism, but these difficulties only intensify her desire to 

continue training. 

Finally, the last and most important aspect of the 

heroine's clarification of her role relates to her degree 

of success in the role she has chosen. Two measures of suc

cess need to be investigated here: the external accomplish

ment as evaluated by the degree to which the heroine es

tablishes competency in the field and to which she is ac

cepted by other professionals, and the internal achievement 

she experiences as evaluated by the degree to which she 

accomplishes her original motive. 

In looking at external accomplishment as judged by 

competency in career and acceptance by other professionals, 

we see a marked difference in degree of success exemplified 
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chronologically in the novels. In the novel A Woman's Rea-

sor̂  published in 1883, Helen Harkness just manages to sup

port herself by making bonnets but does not show enough 

competency to have a secure livelihood. Similarly, Grace 

Breen, in Dr. Breen's Practice published in 1882, shows com

petency as a doctor but only for a temporary period. In 

neither case does the heroine gain recognition by other pro

fessionals . 

In The Coast of Bohemia which came ten years after 

the 1883 publication of A Woman's Reason, Cornelia Saunders 

is shown as striving against almost overwhelming odds and 

establishing competency as a professional artist. After 

viewing her sketches, Wetmore, an art critic, confides to 

Ludlow, the professional artist. 

She has [Howells' italics] got talent. . . . Lots 
of people have talent; that's the gift. The ques
tion is whether one has it in paying quantity, or 
enough of it to amount to anything after the dig
ging and refining. I should say that girl had. 
(pp. 219-220) 

Cornelia also earns the recognition and acceptance of other 

professional artists to such a degree that when her picture 

is rejected by the New York Academy in its competition for 

exhibition, artists such as Ludlow and critics such as 

Wetmore are indignant about the decision. Even after his 

marriage to Cornelia, Ludlow insists that she continue her 

artistic development because he recognizes and approves of 

her commitment to art. 
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In Miss Bellard's Inspiration which came twelve 

years later in 1905, Howells depicts Lillias Bellard at the 

opening of the novel as already having established competency 

in her career of college lecturing and having practiced this 

career for several years. As judged by the length of time 

she has been successful as a lecturer in the past, Lillias' 

acceptance by other professionals is implied. She has 

earned not only professional recognition, but public accep

tance as a woman lecturer. Lillias' Aunt Hester reveals 

to her husband Lillias' account of how she met her fianc^ 

when he was drawn to such a public lecture: "[H]e heard 

of Lillias' lectures, or talks, which were open to the pub

lic— . . . her lectures seem to be quite a fad, out there--

and he went to one of them" (pp. 28-29). 

The other measure of success by which the heroine 

may appraise her role is that of internal or psychological 

growth as evaluated by the degree to which she accomplishes 

her original motive. Here a distinction must be made be

tween Helen Harkness, whose original motivation includes 

marriage but who attempts to support herself when that mar

riage is indefinitely delayed, and the other three heroines, 

who either choose a career because of disappointment in 

love as Grace Breen does or who choose a professional role 

without considering marriage as is the case with Cornelia 

Saunders and Lillias Bellard. In the last three novels, 

tension develops as the heroine acts on her initial 
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motivation for a career and is confronted with recognition 

of emotional needs for love and marriage. 

This tension between the desire for career and the 

desire for love and marriage can be viewed as a circular 

spatial relationship. Each heroine initiates her career 

by physically leaving her parental home, the starting point 

on the circumference of the circle. As the novels progress 

in chronological order, they reveal each heroine moving 

further away from the parental unit as she establishes 

greater financial and emotional independence. As each 

heroine achieves the height of her independence, she can 

be seen as moving to a point on the circumference of the 

circle which is furthest away from her starting point. 

Grace Breen moves to a resort to take care of her patient 

but takes her mother with them. Grace maintains close physi

cal proximity to and close emotional ties with her mother. 

She establishes her independence as a doctor but only for 

a short period of time. Helen Harkness moves away from the 

country home of her parent-substitutes, the Butlers, into 

town not far away. But she remains emotionally close to the 

Butlers throughout the novel as she frequently returns to 

tell them of her experiences in the working world. She 

achieves only a minimal level of financial independence. 

Cornelia Saunders travels away from her mother in 

the small Midwest town and moves to New York to study art. 

She achieves success in her studies to the extent that art 
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critic Wetmore foresees that she could easily earn her liv

ing by painting portraits. Although she has moved miles 

away, Cornelia keeps in close touch with her mother by fre

quent letters. It is for her mother that Cornelia feels 

the keenest disappointment when her picture is rejected by 

the Academy in its competition for exhibition. But she 

dutifully writes to her mother about the rejection. Lillias 

Bellard practices her career of college lecturing success

fully on the West Coast and maintains little contact with 

her mother who has remarried and been away in Europe for the 

period of Lillias' education and lecturing. Lillias is 

financially and emotionally separated from her familial unit 

Each heroine reaches the furthest point away from 

her parental unit in the circle when she moves away and es

tablishes external success in her field. It is at this 

point that the recognition of the pull of emotional needs 

for love and for marriage in the tension causes each her

oine to complete her circle by marrying and establishing a 

feimilial unit of her own. 

In the four novels the point at which each heroine 

realizes external success in her career role and simulta

neously recognizes her own emotional needs for a role as 

lover and wife is different. 

Grace Breen's original motivation stemming from a 

disappointment in love was to make herself useful as a 

doctor. In dealing with Mrs. Maynard as a patient, Grace 
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temporarily sees herself as a success. During a crisis in 

Mrs. Maynard's illness, however, Grace is forced to realize 

her own inability to handle the emotional pressures of the 

role she has chosen and her honest dislike for the role it

self. In telling her mother of her decision to stop prac

ticing medicine, Grace explains: 

[T]he waste that I lament is the years I spent in 
working myself up to an undertaking that I was 
never fit for. I won't continue that waste, and I 
won't keep the delusion that because I was very 
unhappy I was useful, and that it was doing good 
to be miserable. I like pleasure and I like dress; 
I like pretty things. . . . Why shouldn't I have 
them? (p. 234) 

Here Howells makes it clear that Grace's external 

failure is an internal success: she has failed as a doctor, 

but succeeded as a person in becoming more aware of her true 

personality and desires. In an editorial comment Howells 

describes this turning point: "This is the fruitful moment, 

apparently so sterile, in which character may spring and 

flower anew" (p. 187). Until this point, Grace treats 

herself upon the theory that since she was earlier dis

appointed in love she would make herself useful as a doctor. 

But much to her surprise, Grace finds she is neither happy 

nor successful in the role in which she pictured herself. 

It is only after this "fruitful moment" when Grace realizes 

her true desires that she can recognize her emotional needs 

and marry Walter Libby, resolving the tension by coming full 

circle to set up her own familial unit. 
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Cornelia Saunders' original motivation was to de

velop her artistic talent more fully. She succeeds to the 

point at which Wetmore, the art critic, and Ludlow, the pro

fessional artist, urge her to submit a picture to the 

Academy, a group of New York artists who select paintings 

for exhibition. When the picture is rejected, the indigna

tion of both Wetmore and Ludlow shows to what degree they 

accept Cornelia as a fellow professional artist. Tension 

is revealed as the incident of the picture's rejection 

proves the "fruitful moment" for Cornelia. As she experi

ences success in the indignation of fellow artists over the 

rejection of the picture, she simultaneously recognizes the 

hollowness of this achievement as compared to her now 

realized emotional needs for love and marriage to Ludlow. 

She does marry him thereafter, resolving the tension and 

coming full circle to begin her own familial unit. In her 

original motivation for a purposeful and self-fulfilling 

career, Lillias Bellard succeeds so well as a college lec

turer that she has the recognition of fellow professionals 

and of the general public. She is independent not only 

financially, but emotionally as well, since her parent is 

in Europe and does not keep in touch. Because of her suc

cess at being independent, Lillias, during her engagement 

to Mr. Craybourne, makes a carefully rational study of the 

possibilities for happiness in marriage. Basing her deci

sion on objective reason, she initially refuses to marry 
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Craybourne because the odds seem to be against happiness in 

marriage. Her "fruitful moment" does not come until the 

end of the novel when she recognizes her emotional needs as 

just as valid a reason for marriage as clear reasoning. By 

finally deciding to marry Craybourne, she too resolves the 

tension and comes full circle to form her own faunilial unit, 

although there is the clear implication that she may also 

continue to lecture. 



CHAPTER III 

SOCIETY SEES THE WOMAN'S ROLE 

The viewpoints of secondary characters in the four 

selected novels will be discussed in this study as represen

tative of differing social perceptions of the proper role 

for woman. The views of the characters resolve into three 

basic camps of opinion: those disapproving of women in pro

fessional careers, those approving of women in professional 

careers because they further the rights of women in general, 

and those remaining neutral, with a willingness to reserve 

judgment and let woman try a new role. However, as is typi

cal of society, those characters espousing the same view 

do not necessarily express the same reasons for holding it. 

Those characters who express disapproval of women 

in professions articulate three reasons, all of which re

late to the significance of the traditional role of woman 

in the home. These three rationales include those who de

sire to maintain woman's sheltered role in the home, those 

who feel that the training for and practice of a profession 

are too demanding for a woman, and those who feel that a 

woman by her nature is not capable of competently practic

ing a profession. 

Among those characters who express disapproval of 

a new role for woman because of a desire to maintain the 

traditional role is Captain Butler's wife, Helen's surrogate 

22 
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mother, who as Howells tells us, felt "that all Helen need 

really do was to go to Europe with her, and return to marry 

Robert Fenton as soon as he could get leave to come home." 

When Helen asks Mrs. Butler not to discourage her attempt 

at self-support, Mrs. Butler "assented soothingly, as if 

Helen were a sick child, and must be humoured in her little 

fancies" (p. 170). 

Most verbal of those who express disapproval of 

women in professions because of the difficulties of the 

training and the practice are Ludlow, the professional art

ist, and Wetmore, the critic, in The Coast of Bohemia. 

Ludlow discusses with Mrs. Saunders the difficulty of ar

tistic training for Cornelia, showing a marked contrast be

tween conditions and prospects for men and women: 

It's a hard road for man, and it's doubly hard for 
a woman. . . . It means for a woman, tears and 
hysterics, and nervous prostration, and insanity— 
some of them go wild over it. New York is swarm
ing with girl art-students. They mostly live in 
poor boarding-houses, and some of them actually 
suffer from hunger and cold. For men the profes
sion is hazardous, arduous; for women it's a slow 
anguish of endeavor and disappointment. (pp. 17-18) 

Ludlow himself is aware of the differentiation he makes 

between men and women artists: when asked about Cornelia's 

chances of becoming an artist, he openly replies, "If she 

were a boy, I should say yes; as she's a girl, I don't 

know" (p. 30). Wetmore is also open in his comments to 

Ludlow about what he considers the prospects for Corne

lia's lack of success because of her sex: "Well, there's 
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no doubt about her talent. I wonder why it was wasted on 

one of her sex I These gifted girls, poor things, there 

don't seem to be any real call for them" (p. 216). 

Of those who express disapproval of women in pro

fessions because they feel women in general are not capable 

of professional practice, the most articulate is Dr. Mul

bridge, a male physician, to whom Grace Breen relinquishes 

her patient when she realizes that she cannot handle the 

patient's medical crisis and that her patient no longer has 

faith in her. In conversing with Grace, Dr. Mulbridge ad

mits, "Of course I felt the prejudice against women's enter

ing the profession which we all feel" (p. 224). He con

fesses to Grace his surprise that she does not behave as he 

had imagined a woman doctor would: "You were not super

sensitive, you were not presumptuous" (p. 228). 

It must be noted as significant that the characters 

who express disapproval of women in professions because of 

the difficulty of the practice or because they don't think 

women in general are capable of professional practice even

tually express approval of the individual heroine in her 

capacity as professional. Ludlow and Wetmore are so im

pressed by Cornelia Saunders' acceptance of the rejection 

of her picture by the Academy that they realize her commit

ment to art and accept her as a professional artist. Lud

low's approval of Cornelia as an artist leads him to in

sist on her continuing her artistic development after their 
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marriage. The same change of opinion is evidenced by Dr. 

Mulbridge's growing respect for Grace Breen as a physician. 

Although she relinquishes her case to him. Dr. Mulbridge is 

so impressed by her apparent good training and sincere re

gard for her patient that he eventually asks Grace to join 

him in practice after her marriage. 

The change of opinion of these characters is signifi 

cant in that it shows acceptance by other professionals as 

earned by the merits of the woman. This perhaps shows that 

society is more open to women in professions as they prove 

themselves as individuals, but it does not imply blanket 

approval for women in general. 

The change in the opinions of other professionals 

toward the heroine also shows chronological significance. 

In Dr. Breen's Practice published in 1882, Howells depicts 

the other physician. Dr. Mulbridge, as changing his opinion 

from disapproval to approval of Grace Breen's capabilities 

as a doctor. However, he changes his opinion to approval 

only after Grace has relinquished the case to him and de

cided to give up the practice of medicine. In the 1893 

publication. The Coast of Bohemia, Ludlow recognizes 

Cornelia's talent immediately but fears that she will not 

be able to develop it. When Cornelia proves her commitment 

by pursuing her training despite all difficulties, Ludlow 

approves of her persistence and marries her with the pro

vision that both shall continue painting after marriage. 
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In Miss Bellard's Inspiration published in 1905, Howells 

reveals that Craybourne, Lillias' fianc^ and a college-

educated rancher, was originally attracted to her by his ap

proval of her independent lecturing career. The novels as 

taken chronologically show a progressively earlier and more 

thorough acceptance by other professionals of the heroine's 

practice of her profession. This would seem to indicate 

that, over the twenty-three-year period in which these novels 

were written, there was an increasing acceptance by elements 

of society of woman in her role of professional. 

Those characters who express approval for women in 

professions tend to express blanket approval for women in 

general without consideration of the individual woman's 

motivation for choosing a career. The best example of this 

attitude is found in Miss Gleason, an elderly spinster in 

Dr. Breen's Practice, who idolizes Grace Breen: Miss Glea

son was "apt to lie in wait for her idol [Grace], to beam 

upon it with her suggestive eyes, and evidently to expect 

it to say or do something remarkable, but not to suffer 

anything like disillusion or disappointment in any event" 

(pp. 50-51). Miss Gleason worships Grace for furthering the 

cause of women in general by her practice of medicine. 

When Mrs. Maynard's condition worsens and others try to con

vince Grace to give up the case. Miss Gleason argues, "If 

you yield, you make it harder for other women to help them

selves hereafter" (p. 79). 
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Howells draws Miss Gleason as a caricature of those 

women who sentimentally are for the furthering of the 

women's cause without any real understanding of that cause 

or the effects such professional practice may have on the 

individual woman. Dr. Mulbridge describes her to his mother, 

"There are a very few things Miss Gleason doesn't think can 

be done with cut flowers, from a wedding to a funeral" 

(p. 197). Figuratively, he describes her sentimental vi

sion of life. Howells describes Miss Gleason also as be-

lieving in a "God of Love" which upon closer analysis 

"proved to be a God of Sentiment" (p. 50). Miss Gleason's 

switch in idols from Grace Breen to Dr. Mulbridge reveals 

her basic lack of foundation for her beliefs. 

Another character who expresses approval for women 

as independent economic agents, but without giving considera

tion to individual motivation, is Cornelia Root, a fiercely 

independent artist who tries to help Helen Harkness find 

work in A Woman's Reason. Cornelia in her approval of work

ing women is, however, much more realistic than Miss Gleason. 

Having worked hard and achieved her own economic indepen

dence, Cornelia is aware of the lack of training and lack 

of commitment on the part of women in general which causes 

them not to succeed. When she learns that Mr. Evans, an 

editor in their boarding-house, is paying Helen to write 

reviews and then rewdting them for her, Cornelia furiously 

attacks his duplicity, but simultaneously recognizes Helen's 
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lack of training, "But what _i£ [Howells' italics] a girl 

fit for that's been brought up just as a lady? If there's 

anything under the sun that she can honestly do . . . for 

goodness' sake, let her do it!" (p. 350) Cornelia speaks 

to Helen about women's failure because of their lack of 

commitment: 

If a man takes a thing up, he takes it up for life, 
but a woman takes it up till some fellow comes 
along and tells her to drop it. . . . And so most 
of 'em can't wait to prepare themselves for any
thing, because they don't expect to stick to any
thing, (p. 316) 

Although Cornelia Root is more realistic than Miss 

Gleason in recognizing the problems of lack of training and 

lack of commitment, she too fails to give consideration to 

the motivation of the individual woman for work and to the 

effect of the work on her. This is perhaps a reflection 

of society which tends to see the issue in general rather 

than in terms of the individual and, thus, bases its 

opinions on fallacious reasoning, as do Miss Gleason and 

Cornelia Root. 

The third camp of opinion is expressed by those 

characters who remain neutral on the issue of what woman's 

proper role should be. They reveal a willingness to reserve 

judgment and allow women to try new roles. These characters 

neither agree nor disagree with the woman's attempt to ful

fill a professional role, but simply watch to see her progress 

in her newly chosen career. Significant in characters 
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expressing this view, such as Captain Butler in A Woman's 

Reason, Wetmore in The Coast of Bohemia, and Uncle Archi

bald in Miss Bellard's Inspiration, is the fact that they 

all recognize the difficulties the heroine must overcome to 

succeed in her career; yet each of them shows enough re

spect for the heroine not to stifle her plans through pity 

or disapproval. 

In A Woman's Reason, Captain Butler is fully aware 

of Helen Harkness' lack of training. Howells tells us, 

"Captain Butler thought . . . with compassion too keen for 

any expression but grim laughter, of such a girl as Helen, 

and what her training was for the task of taking care of 

herself" (p. 133). Yet, it is significant that Captain 

Butler does not try to talk Helen out of her plans for self-

support. He does not follow Mrs. Butler's lead in urging 

Helen to stay with them until she should be rescued from 

her present situation by the return of her fianc^. Cap

tain Butler merely keeps a distant watchful eye over Helen 

in her many struggles, showing enough respect for her moti

vation to let her try to support herself by whatever means 

she can. 

Wetmore, the art critic, in The Coast of Bohemia, 

recognizes Cornelia Saunders' artistic talent and motivation, 

but simultaneously he realizes the hardships of studying 

art. Speaking to Ludlow, Wetmore comments, "Whether she's 

got enough [talent] to stand the training! That's the 
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great difference, after all" (p. 219). Yet, Wetmore, like 

Captain Butler, does not try to stifle Cornelia by dissuad

ing her from studying art: he has enough respect for her 

as a person to let her attempt the role of professional 

artist, arduous as it might be. 

In Miss Bellard's Inspiration, Howells portrays 

Lillias Bellard's Uncle Archibald Crombie as a character 

similar to Captain Butler and Wetmore, but in a different 

aspect of the situation. Lillias has already accomplished 

her training and succeeded in her lecturing career on the 

West Coast; yet while her Aunt Hester Crombie finds it dif

ficult to accept Lillias' role as successful college lec

turer. Uncle Archibald expresses no disapproval. He is 

merely curious and openly objective about Lillias' lectur

ing career. The conflict in this novel revolves not so 

much around Lillias' choice of a professional career, but 

around her decision on whether or not to marry, to take on 

the role new to her, though traditional for womankind. It 

is in this last role or decision-making process that Uncle 

Archibald shows himself most objective. When Lillias' 

fianc6 Craybourne asks him for his opinion of what Lillias 

should decide about marriage. Uncle Archibald replies, 

"It's a matter for you to settle with Lillias. In fact, 

with a girl who has been taking care of herself for the 

last year or two, I should be a little shy of interfering 

in any way" (pp. 64-65). Although Hester Crombie tends to 
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disapprove of Lillias' career and to encourage her marriage 

plans. Uncle Archibald Crombie remains neutral out of re

spect for Lillias' ability to make her own decision. 

These characters seem to represent that part of 

society which can foresee various roles for woman. They 

are willing to allow the woman to decide on what role she 

desires to fulfill and to reserve judgment until she has a 

fair chance to attempt that role. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PROPER ROLE FOR WOMAN 

These four novels probe into the problems centering 

around the question of what woman's proper role should be 

and the effects of that role on the individual woman and 

her society. What answer, if any, can be deduced from the 

novels? The most obvious answer is that the proper role 

for woman should be within the traditional role of marriage 

and the familial unit since all four novels end with the 

marriage of the heroine. Perhaps it is true, as one critic 

suggests, that Howells avoided the question of woman's suc

cess in a professional role by marrying each heroine off 
19 

at the novel's end. 

The whole answer, however, is not that simple. 

There are definite, positive implications in Howells' 

stressing of the growth of self-awareness caused by each 

heroine's attempt to fulfill a professional role. He 

stresses that the attempt itself is of value to the woman, 

regardless of whether she succeeds or not. All four her

oines succeed psychologically in coming to know themselves 

honestly and more fully through the attempt at self-support, 

but Howells devotes more editorial comment to examining 

the self-growth of Grace Breen in Dr. Breen's Practice and 

of Helen Harkness in A Woman's Reason. 

32 
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Grace Breen succeeds psychologically at the same 

moment that she fails externally in her profession. It is 

her honest acceptance of her inability to handle the pres

sures of medical practice and her actual lack of interest 

in continuing her medical career that leads to her positive 

acceptance of her true desires for pleasure and for love. 

The significance which Howells places on this growth in 

self-awareness is evidenced by his editorial comment put

ting Grace's moment of awareness into more universal terms: 

She had resented Libby's [her admirer's] treating 
her upon a theory [treating her as a doctor], but 
she treated herself upon a theory, and we all 
treat ourselves upon a theory. We proceed each of 
us upon the theory that he is very brave or gen
erous, or gentle, or liberal, or truthful, or loyal, 
or just. We may have the defects of our virtues, 
but nothing is more certain than that we have our 
virtues, till there comes a fatal juncture, not at 
all like the juncture in which we had often imagined 
ourselves triumphing against temptation. It passes, 
and the hero finds, to his dismay and horror, that 
he has run away; the generous man has been niggard; 
the gentleman has behaved like a ruffian, and the 
liberal like a bigot; the champion of truth has 
foolishly and vainly lied; the steadfast friend has 
betrayed his neighbor, the just person has oppressed 
him. This is the fruitful moment . . . in which 
character may spring and flower anew. (p. 187) 

Helen Harkness in A Woman's Reason does not experi

ence such a sharply revelatory moment of truth about her

self as a result of her attempt to support herself, but she 

experiences more of a gradual widening of perspective about 

herself and her ideas. At the novel's end, Howells explains 

how the experience of work has affected Helen's awareness: 
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She is the same, and yet not quite the same; for 
one never endures or endeavors to one's self 
alone; she keeps her little prejudices, but she 
has accumulated a stock of exceptions to their 
application; her sympathies, if not her opinions, 
have been enlarged. (p. 466) 

This is not to say that such growth in self-

awareness might not occur in other situations. The sig

nificance here is that Howells depicts it occurring specifi

cally for the woman as a result of her attempt to fulfill 

a working role outside of the home. Through the resulting 

growth and maturity on the part of the heroine, a certain 

value can be seen in woman's attempting this new role. 

Howells himself propounded the importance of work for both 

man and woman. 

Work ought to be the rule . . . man or woman, 
married or unmarried. . . . It makes character; 
it keeps character sweet; it makes life real, 
and crowds out the artificial and the trivial. 

Howells not only recognized the value of a role 

outside of the family, but he also realized that some women 

are content to remain outside of marriage. When asked if 

he felt that a woman's remaining alone was any discredit to 

her, Howells replied. 

No, indeed—no, indeed! Why should the fact that 
a woman doesn't marry be a criterion of her worth 
any more than it is of a man's? . . . By far the 
greater number of old maids are sensible, full of 
thought, and most estimable. . . . I think that 
very often a foolish and unprofitable marriage is 
made by a girl for no other reason than her fears 
of these shallow jokes about old maids. ̂•*-
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Howells further recognized that all women who choose 

marriage are not insured happiness thereby: 

In ninety-nine cases out of one hundred our mar
riages are love-marriages—at least they are called 
so. . . . Yet the fact that one loves does not en
sure future happiness. The proof that our love-
marriages are not inspired is the commonness of 
our divorce.^^ 

Lillias Bellard in Miss Bellard's Inspiration is 

quite aware of this prospect for unhappiness, as well as 

happiness, in marriage. Her Aunt Hester confides to Uncle 

Archibald Lillias' initial doubts about marriage. 

The case appears to be that she has some doubts of 
marriage itself. A great many are that way now. 
. . . They don't like to give up their liberty un
less they're certain of their happiness, and they 
see . . . that there's a great deal of unhappiness 
in marriage. (pp. 29-30) 

When the Mevisons come to stay with Aunt Hester 

and Uncle Archibald, Lillias finds their marriage, once 

blissful with love, now turned into miserable hate, a fear

ful example of the potential for unhappiness in marriage. 

In one illustration Howells depicts Lillias as witness to 

such a scene of marital cruelty: 

She [Mrs. Mevison] went up to Mevison, sitting 
gloomily tilted back in his chair, and from be
hind him clapped her hands on his cheeks and 
pressed her own cheek down on his head. When 
she released him he flung his arms wildly about 
in the effort to recover his balance. Craybourne 
and Lillias ran too late to catch him from fall
ing. Mrs. Mevison stopped herself in a shriek of 
laughter. . . . she [Mrs. Mevison] lent her aid 
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with the others; but Lillias saw him pushing his 
wife's hands away, when he could, with looks of 
deadly rage. (p. 142) 

Howells depicts Lillias as being horrified at this 

example of marital relations. He draws Aunt Hester as be

ing equally disbelieving. After one incident in which she 

sees Mrs. Mevison unmercifully pinch Mr. Mevison, Aunt 

Hester asks Uncle Archibald if he considers this action 

part of love. He replies, "It's one form of it. It's the 

hating and hurting form" (p. 110). Being witness to this 

form of love is one of the reasons which causes Lillias to 

be so skeptical of her own plans for love and marriage. 

Tension is apparent in Howells' depiction of Lillias 

as being aware of her success in a role outside of the 

family and of the potential unhappiness in marriage. Yet, 

at the same time she is aware of her own emotional needs 

for love. The fact that she ultimately marries Craybourne 

does not invalidate her earlier reasoning about the poten

tialities involved. Although Howells realizes with Lillias 

the prospects of a role for woman in the world and the po

tential misery in marriage, his firm belief in domesticity 

eventually leads him to a reaffirmation of the institution 

23 
of marriage. 

The discussions between Lillias and Craybourne on 

the prospects for happiness in their marriage show a new 

perspective, however, on valid reasons for marriage. 
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Lillias argues with Craybourne that marriage for the sake 

of love only is a mistake. He agrees with her reasoning 

that "love alone isn't a sufficient motive" (p. 179). Cray

bourne goes on, however, to explain to Lillias his rationale 

for marriage in their case, "I thought there was a sense of 

character, an intellectual reciprocity, a mutual respect—" 

(p. 179). Craybourne admits not only his respect but his 

admiration for Lillias as a person and for her achievement 

of independence. 

Howells himself is quite aware of the haphazard 

manner in v^ich people generally fall in love and he finds 

this romantic sentimentality a poor basis for marriage: 

As things are, marriage is very haphazard. It 
rests on fancies that young people take for each 
other, on propinquity, on the fact that they hap
pen to be thrown together. If they had chanced 
to meet with different people, lived in some 
other town, they would have loved all the same, 
only with a change of objects. The belief that 
there is destiny in it—that there is only one 
person in the world you could truly love—will 
not hold water.2^ 

Howells asserts that as a corrective balance to con

cepts of sentimental love, other aspects of the two person

alities such as similar ages, educations, social and domes

tic traditions should be considered before marriage. He 

argues, "That is the great test—that there should be agree-

ment in likings and feelings." He even goes so far as 

to suggest a change in marriage licensing so that the couple 

would be obliged to come before the judge three separate 
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times at six-month intervals to express desire for marriage 

so that "they wouldn't merely feel their love, they would 

think it, and there would be comparative safety." 

The last novel in chronological order. Miss Bellard's 

Inspiration (1905), can thus be seen as a conscious thinking 

out by Lillias Bellard and Craybourne of the basic reasons 

for their desire to marry. At the end of the novel, Lillias 

has the "inspiration" of leaving the decision of whether to 

marry or not up to Craybourne. This may appear a capitula

tion on her part, but it may more significantly be seen as 

Lillias' conversion to Craybourne's belief that a marriage 

based on mutual respect and similar ideas, as well as love, 

has a better prospect for happiness. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The four novels in this study can be seen as an in

vestigation of the potential problems and rewards for the 

woman attempting to achieve economic independence. Howells 

clearly points out the problems for the woman of having 

proper motivation and of accomplishing proper training. 

Grace Breen, whose motivation stems from the negative source 

of not wanting to fulfill the traditional role of wife and 

mother because of an early disappointment in love, has only 

temporary success in her role of physician. However, 

Cornelia Saunders and Lillias Bellard, whose motivations 

stem from the more positive goal of self-fulfillment, are 

more successful for a longer period of time in their careers 

of artist and educator, respectively. 

In the depiction of Helen Harkness and her abortive 

attempts to support herself without having any economic 

skills by which to do so, Howells most succinctly shows the 

necessity for woman to accomplish proper training before 

she enters economic competition. The novel The Coast of 

Bohemia deals at great length with the difficulties which 

Cornelia Saunders meets in her artistic training. However, 

by his portrayal of Cornelia's commitment to accomplish her 

training and her ultimate success over these difficulties, 

Howells would seem to imply that woman is capable of 

39 
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accomplishing professional training, if she chooses to do 

so. 

Howells also clearly foresees the rewards to which 

the attempt at economic independence can lead the woman. 

These rewards are both external and internal. Howells de

picts Cornelia Saunders and Lillias Bellard as having 

achieved the external rewards of success in their fields 

and of recognition by other professionals. However, he 

portrays a more subtle and, perhaps more important, reward 

in the psychological growth of each heroine. Because of 

her desire for economic independence, each heroine enters 

the previously foreign world of work. In this new situa

tion, the heroine faces professional responsibilities and 

commitments. Regardless of whether the heroine has little 

success, as does Helen Harkness, or great success, as do 

Cornelia Saunders and Lillias Bellard, Howells shows that 

the heroine matures because her perspective on life and on 

her responsibilities in it are enlarged. 

The novels also show the potential problems and re

wards for society as caused by the woman's attempt to 

achieve economic independence. When Howells portrays the 

many difficulties of Helen Harkness as she tries to support 

herself without having any skills by which to do so, he 

would seem to imply not only the need for the woman to have 

proper training, but also the necessity for society to be 

aware of this need and to furnish practical, as well as 
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cultural, educational opportunities for women. 

Howells, in his portrayal of secondary characters 

who express opinions against women's economic participation, 

shows another problem for society: the problem of acceptance 

of the professional woman who has accomplished training and 

wants to practice her profession. The interesting feature 

here is that among the characters who express opinions 

against the heroine's working outside of the home, it is 

the men characters, not the women, who change their opinions 

from disapproval to acceptance. The opinions of the second

ary women characters either express a belief that the her

oine should be sheltered in the home, as Mrs. Butler be

lieves about Helen Harkness, or skepticism of the woman's 

professional abilities, as Mrs. Maynard expresses about 

Grace Breen. 

However, the secondary characters who are profes

sional men such as Ludlow and Dr. Mulbridge come to respect 

the abilities of Cornelia Saunders and Grace Breen, respec

tively. It is of consequence, though, that such profes

sional male acceptance is achieved by the heroine only after 

she has disproved the original skepticism about her abili

ties. It is only after Cornelia's calm acceptance of the 

rejection of her picture by the Academy that Ludlow recog

nizes her commitment to art and her ability to overcome the 

obstacles of life as a professional artist; it is only 

after Grace's decision to relinquish her patient's case 
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because she realizes that her patient no longer believes 

in her that Dr. Mulbridge recognizes her professional con

duct and abilities. Although these male characters express 

approval of the heroine in her professional capacity only 

after she proves herself capable of handling professional 

responsibilities, it is significant that they ultimately do 

recognize her as a professional. Howells seems to imply 

that if the woman can fulfill her professional obligations, 

society will ultimately respond with recognition of her 

status as a professional. 

In his depiction of secondary characters who ex

press opinions in favor of the heroine's attempting economic 

independence, Howells illustrates both extremes of thought 

about women's rights. In describing Miss Gleasons's idol-

worship of Grace Breen, in Dr. Breen's Practice, Howells 

paints a colorful portrait of the overly idealistic woman 

who sees the new roles for women as an opportunity to pro

ject her sentimental glorification of woman to a new plane. 

In portraying Cornelia Root in A Woman's Reason, Howells 

shows the other extreme opinion, one which coldly expects 

woman to live her life only for her career. In his por

trayal of Miss Gleason as too sentimental and of Cornelia 

Root as too coldly rational, Howells shows the fallacy in 

both sets of expectations for women because neither character 

considers the individual heroine's motivations or needs. 

Here Howells seems again to imply that the satisfaction 
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which woman finds in her new role must stem from her own in

dividual goals and that society proceeds fallaciously when 

it treats the issue in general, rather than in individual, 

terms. 

The secondary characters whom Howells depicts as 

most fully considering the question are those who express 

neutrality and objectively wait to see what will come of 

the heroine's attempt at economic independence. In A 

Woman's Reason, Captain Butler does not interfere with Helen 

Harkness' plans to support herself, although he is fully 

aware that she has no skills with which to do what she plans. 

Uncle Archibald Crombie, in Miss Bellard's Inspiration, ob

jectively accepts Lillias in her role of college lecturer and, 

even when asked by Craybourne about his opinion of Lillias' 

initial decision not to marry, does not advise either Cray

bourne or Lillias about what he considers her problem. Both 

secondary characters express an objective policy in regard 

to the decision-making process of the heroine: both are 

willing to allow the heroine to grow by making her own de

cisions and living with their consequences. Perhaps, here 

Howells is suggesting that society must allow the individual 

woman growing room by letting her try new roles, but must 

not prohibit her growth by sheltering her from exposure to 

economic realities or, by unrealistic expectations, force 

her growth in ways she does not desire to go. 
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In these four novels the conflicting attitudes seen 

in the heroines and in the complementary characters reflect 

those held by Howells and his contemporaries. The author 

firmly believed that woman should be able to widen her roles 

but, with others in his age, he seemed fearful that the ef

fect of this change might destroy the traditional family 

unit. 

In the first two novels. Dr. Breen's Practice and 

A Woman's Reason, the question of what the woman's role 

should be becomes an "either-or" question, the problem of 

choosing either a career or marriage. Grace Breen and Helen 

Harkness give up any attempt at independent support after 

marriage. Marriage and a career are viewed as exclusive of 

one another. In the later novels. The Coast of Bohemia and 

Miss Bellard's Inspiration, appearing ten and twenty-two 

years later respectively, a new perspective on the question 

of what the proper role for woman should be can be seen. 

The tension is still evident in the heroines' seeking to 

fulfill both desires for independence and emotional needs 

for love and marriage. Yet, most significantly in these 

last two novels, fulfillment can be seen as including both 

of these roles. The question is no longer an either-or 

choice, but a "both-and" fulfillment. Cornelia and Lillias 

decide on both marriage and planned continuation of their 

careers. 
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Finally then, this investigation of the question of 

the proper role for woman shows values for woman and society 

in her role of economic independence outside of the home and 

values for her and society by her continuation in the tra

ditional role within the home. Howells depicts each heroine 

as marrying and fulfilling her traditional role in the home 

at the end of each novel; thus, he would seem to imply that 

this is the more significant role. Yet by his implication 

in the last two novels that the heroine will continue her 

career after marriage, he is really raising the higher ques

tion of whether the two roles cannot be seen as compatible 

with, rather than exclusive of, each other. 

In dealing with this higher aspect of the question 

of the proper role for woman in these novels written from 

1882-1905, Howells was far ahead of his times. The questions 

of whether woman can or should fulfill both roles of worker 

and of wife-mother and of whether these roles can be com

patible are problems which remain debatable to the present. 
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